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FRESH  LOOK FOR !!NEW PACKAGING NOLATHANE

It has been years in the making, but Nolathane is pleased to announce a 
brand new packaging format for its growing list of polyurethane 
suspension bushing and alignment product range.

The Nolathane brand, now over 25 years since first established, has gone 
to market from day one with a very simple but effective plastic bag and 
cardboard header card packaging format. In 2011 its time for change with 
Nolathane releasing a fresh and bold new packaging format that many 
would commonly see in the supermarket aisle. 

Categorically known as a ‘stand up pouch’, this packaging format has 
been tweaked to suit the needs of the automotive aftermarket and more 
importantly our Nolathane customers. Andrew Nolan, marketing 
manager for Nolathane, states “It’s certainly long overdue, but there are 
so many positives to this change that we as a company and our customers 
shall benefit from including branding, merchandising, shipping and 
warehousing. I would like to think we may be a trend setter for the 
automotive aftermarket with this, so I guess time will tell”

Key features of the new packaging include;

 previous packaging could only be hung or stored 
in stock bins.

 industry standard hang slots are standard in this 
format  

 great for retail presence and more powerful than 
previous header card

 you can still eyeball the contents via the clear back 
section without opening the packaging

 30% larger than previous label so its easy on the eye 
plus additional product & vehicle information is included

 reuse the bag for small consumables within the workshop , 
ie - nuts and bolts while working on a job or throw the replaced item in the 
bag to show to your customers the worn product that was replaced 

 the bag is manufactured with recyclable content
 no need to worry about bent or ripped cardboard header 

cards, this format ships extremely well.

It stands up on its own -

It can also be hung -

Eye catching branding -

Visible contents -

Larger product label -

Its resealable -

It’s recyclable -
Freight friendly -
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